SMARTER
MARKETING
ATTRIBUTION
Using analytics and data modeling to build
a more effective digital marketing strategy

Your data is
speaking to you.
But do you truly understand what it is telling you? This is a hypothetical question that
many marketers might be hesitant to answer truthfully. Even B2B professionals well
versed in digital marketing would have to admit they often do not have the resources
to properly coordinate, analyze and draw correlations from the mountains of attribution
data generated by marketing automation systems and CRMs such as Salesforce and
Marketo.
That is the great conundrum B2B marketers are facing in this digital era. Because data
without the expertise of data and channel experts – individuals who are highly skilled
at interpreting data and making recommendations – will fail to provide what is most
essential for digital marketing efforts to succeed: relevant, actionable insights that
prove and improve marketing ROI. This is compounded by the very nature of the
sales cycle and buyer’s journey in B2B, which often includes many touch points and
decision makers over a longer period of time.
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A case in point
Take, for example, a manufacturing supplier. Their digital marketing might consist of a nurturing campaign targeted to
engineers in conjunction with paid media and organic search aimed at buyers of machine parts. To be successful, this
campaign must reach all the right contacts at the right point in the process through the right channel(s) for successful
conversion. But it does not end there. They also must have adequate marketing attribution analysis to track and
understand marketing influence metrics. The final, and most important, piece of the puzzle is to properly assess what
worked, what did not, and what strategies to employ moving forward. That is a tall order for most companies. Effective
data analysis requires a level of expertise that many, if not most, B2B marketers simply do not have the resources to
maintain full-time, on-staff.

Four typical B2B sales-marketing scenarios:

Scenario 1

Connecting to the right
person with the right
marketing message the
first time

Scenario 2

Marketing to many individuals
within the organization with
the right message

Scenario 3

Reaching out to the
individuals over time with
marketing materials and/or
having a branded
presence at events

Scenario 4

Waiting for product or
service to be vetted by team,
then receiving contact from
Decision Maker to move
forward
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Where marketing
attribution can
be missed or
misinterpreted
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Without the insights of data analysts and channel experts, it is easy to misinterpret or miss proper
attribution from data generated by marketing automation and CRM systems. There are several common
attribution models marketers use to assign credit, including1:

First Touch

Assigns 100% of the
conversion credit to the first channel
that reached the customer. This can be
applied, for example, when running an
awareness campaign for a new brand,
product or service.

Last Touch

Attributes 100% of the conversion value
to the last channel with which the
customer interacted prior to purchase.
An appropriate model when a campaign
is designed to attract buyers at the
moment of purchase, or for primarily
transactional businesses with no
consideration phase.

Position Based

Gives equal credit to the first and last
channel interactions on the way to
conversion. This kind of attribution
model blends first touch and last touch
to better assign credit to more than one
channel.

These models often work well in the case of a simplified campaign, short sales cycle, or a clear-cut buyers journey.
But that is not always the case in B2B marketing. Furthermore, these models lack the proper context and analysis to
determine what non-financial goals may have been attained through a campaign.

1

https://support.google.com/analytics/answer/1665189
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How to master marketing
influence analysis

Proper marketing attribution and analysis provide a clear understanding of which
marketing efforts influence which prospects to take certain actions, as well as
insights into user behavior and consumer interaction so that marketers can
develop strategies to increase conversion.
The steps to ensure that marketing influence metrics are configured correctly are
two-fold. First, associate all leads and contacts with an account. Second, apply
qualifying logic, noting whether those individuals have been touched by a
campaign.
This two-step process is often best left for the experts – those with the time, talent,
and experience to provide actionable data-driven analysis and proper correlations.
Outsourcing this critical function can have a significant impact on the effectiveness
of B2B marketers programs, teams and marketing ROI, even for those already doing
their own data coordination and assessment in-house. Firms, such as Data Weld,
have seasoned developers, analysts and marketing technologists who are able to
take unstructured data, and deliver deeper analysis and insights that can help
marketers address key business questions.

7 Potential Key
Business Questions
What are my top converting channels by first and
last interaction?
Does PPC traffic convert immediately, or come back
through another channel?
Are non-branded campaigns leading to branded
conversion later?
What campaigns, if any, are users interacting with
before converting through remarketing?
What is the average number of touch points prior to
conversion?
Blending with marketing costs, is a channel more
effective at assisting or converting?
Leveraging Attribution Model scenarios, does it
change how certain channels are assessed?
(ie. are certain channels being undervalued?)
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Dashboard visualizations,
like these provided by Data Weld, offer key
insights into the effectiveness of each element
of a campaign, and provide recommendations
to improve campaign and business
performance.
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Identify where opportunities are influenced by
marketing campaigns
CASE STUDY
Challenge

Marketing was seeking a way to demonstrate to the Sales organization
how many opportunities were influenced by Marketing efforts, however
they were unable to obtain that information from their CRM Dynamics
tool.

Dashboard Insights

53% of new opportunities
were influenced by marketing

Analysis

Applying data analysis tools and high level expertise, Data Weld pulled
data out of Microsoft Dynamics and mined it with business logic to
successfully attribute marketing influence to opportunity.
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Understand which channels
influence opportunities
CASE STUDY
Challenge

In this example, Marketing wanted to see the distribution of
distinct campaign vehicles that were associated with an
opportunity.

Analysis

Data Weld, extracted data from Microsoft Dynamics and mined
it with business logic to determine which marketing influenced
opportunities to assign credit to.

Dashboard Insights

2.0 avg qualified

66% were influenced

4.81 avg

34% influenced through

leads/contacts per opportunity

touch points per opportunity

through one channel only

multiple channels (with further
breakouts provided)
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Compare the value of paid
search on opportunities
CASE STUDY
Challenge

Here, Marketing was looking for a way to compare the
performance by campaign vehicles leveraging the number
of opportunities and the invested dollar amount associated
with those opportunities.

Analysis

To bring these critical insights to light, Data Weld segmented the campaigns by email marketing, list upload, email
third party, paid search, content syndication, and
telemarketing.

Dashboard Insights

Paid search touched 6%

of the new marketing influenced opportunities

25% of opportunities associated

with paid search have $0 opportunity amount; thus, the average
opportunity amount is understated

email marketing touched 63%

of new opportunities, likely due to its function as a nurturing tool
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Conclusion

What makes data meaningful?
As marketing technology becomes more and more complex, marketers are faced with an
increasing amount of data generated by the campaigns they’re running. While this seems great
on the surface, it’s often difficult for marketers to sift through this data and understand which of
their efforts are most effective. In order to truly comprehend this wealth of information, they need
advanced analytics tools that enable analyses that just can’t be done manually. Only through the
use of modeling tools like Data Weld can they get the insights they need to justify future efforts,
and to efficiently prove and improve mROI.
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About BusinessOnline

BusinessOnline is a performance-driven digital marketing agency, and our data-driven approach sets us apart. We glean valuable insights from large
sets of multi-source data and then use these insights to: Drive more qualified traffic + Convert that traffic to leads + Shorten the Sales cycle +
Increase revenue
We tie Marketing activities to revenue. This enables us to maximize ROI by conducting deep optimization and focusing budget on what’s working
across all digital activities: SEO, Paid Search, Display, Social Media, Email, UX, Marketing Automation, etc. Ultimately, we deeply understand
your customers. This allows us to align your marketing programs with your customers’ needs and thereby create the best opportunity for you to be
found and engaged. You can learn more about BusinessOnline at www.businessol.com

About Data Weld

People-powered and data-driven, Data Weld proves and improves marketing ROI with marketing analysis and insights that makes digital marketing
programs and teams, internal and external, more effective.
Data Weld leverages an expert team of data professionals – developers, analysts and marketing technologists – to combat common marketing
challenges by producing accurate, timely and meaningful data and reports, or unlocking highly-relevant and valuable analysis, insights and actions.
With the four-step Data Weld process of auditing, onboarding, reporting and analysis, our team utilizes technology systems that your business
already has in place to harvest data at a granular level and present executive dashboards in an easily digestible way. Finally, Data Weld offers
actionable marketing guidance so companies can put to use these data insights and improve business successes.
You can learn more about Data Weld at www.dataweld.net
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